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and Mango Languages are spreading the love of language and culture learning.
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CHAPTER 1

CHAPTER 2

Ordering Food
and Drinks

Asking for Help

Greetings,
Gratitude, and
Goodbyes

Learn how to order food and
drinks at a restuarant.
Develop basic skills for
conversing with wait sta .

Accept or Decline Help,

Learn how to greet others
and express gratitude.
Develop basic skills for
building rapport with people.

and more.

CHAPTER 3

CHAPTER 4

Getting Around
Town

Choose a Language

Ask for Directions, Get Help
Finding Places Using a Map,
and more.

CHAPTER 5

¿Dónde está el hotel?

Shopping
and Payment

Spanish
(Latin America)

Where is the hotel?

Learn how to greet others
and express gratitude.
Develop basic skills for

Start Chapter

You now have 24/7 access to over 70 world languages and more than 20 ESL courses through
Mango Languages. Mango’s practical, self-paced courses make it simple to brush up on that high school
French, rekindle your lifelong dream of visiting Ireland, or simply build on your high school Spanish.
Mango’s language courses are built to provide the tools and guidance you need to expand your
language skills however, whenever, and wherever you learn best:
Each course immerses you in real-world situations using native speaker audio and guided in
your native language.
Nail that pitch perfect accent using the voice comparison feature, or practice your pronunciation by
clicking on any word to hear it spoken at a slower pace.
Lessons cover cultural and grammatical nuances, while integrating components of
vocabulary and pronunciation.
Memory-building exercises strengthen critical thinking skills and empower you to break down words
and sentences and build new phrases on your own.
Personal and family profiles are available for up to five additional learners and allow you to view
progress across all devices and users.
Assessments and chapter reviews are built into each course unit to gauge retention and
personal improvement.
Free mobile apps are equipped with hands-free features like Bluetooth syncing and auto play,
perfect for your busy, on-the-go lifestyle.

How to access Mango.

You can access Mango on your computer by going to the following website and logging in using:

www.mullikendistrictlibrary.org
If you haven’t already, download the free mobile app or head over to: https://connect.mangolanguages.com/mulliken/start
to begin your language-learning experience.
Like it? Love it? Questions or Comments? Contact Mango directly at 248.254.7450 or via email: support@mangolanguages.com.
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